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Abstract. The study of biological diversity requires a thorough inventory of all groups of organisms, including 

destructors, among which fungi play a significant role. Discomycetes, a group of orders of fungi of the Ascomycota 

phylum, require close attention from researchers due to their low level of knowledge. The paper proposes an approach to 

automating the process of inventory of representatives of this group of orders and presents a prototype of a software 

package that allows one to identify the presence of fruit bodies of discomycetes in photographs taken in the natural 

habitat. A feature of the proposed solution is the application of the k-means clustering method, the use of scaled  

histograms to determine the presence of an image of the fruit body of Discomycetes in this image, and the prospects 

for using this tool in machine learning are described using neural networks. 
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Аннотация. Изучение биологического разнообразия требует проведения тщательной инвентаризации 

всех групп организмов, в том числе деструкторов, среди которых значительную роль играют грибы. Диско-

мицеты – группа порядков грибов отдела Ascomycota – требуют пристального внимания со стороны исследова-

телей ввиду недостаточной изученности. В работе предлагается подход к автоматизации процесса инвентариза-
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ции представителей данной группы порядков и представлен прототип программного комплекса, позволяющий 

выявить наличие плодовых тел дискомицетов на фотографиях, сделанных в естественной среде обитания. 

Особенностью предлагаемого решения являются применение метода кластеризации k-means, использование 

масштабированных гистограмм для определения наличия образа плодового тела дискомицета на данном 

изображении. Также описаны перспективы использования данного средства в машинном обучении с приме-

нением нейросетей. 

Ключевые слова: кластеризация; компьютерное зрение; машинное обучение; дискомицеты; биоразнооб-

разие. 
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Introduction 

 

Fungi are one of the oldest groups of organisms that play an important role in the circulation of organic 

substances. Thus, fungi that enter into symbiosis with plants are of high ecological importance, helping the 

latter to obtain inaccessible mineral nutrition resources. In particular, it is thanks to mycorrhizal fungi that 

phosphorus is incorporated from the geological cycle into the biological one [1]. In addition, as destructors, 

fungi are of exceptional importance in the biological cycle of forest ecosystems, since they have the neces-

sary and self-sufficient enzyme systems that allow them to carry out a complete biochemical conversion of 

wood compounds [1–3]. The destructors of organic matter also include discomycetes, a group of orders of 

fungi of the Ascomycota phylum. Most of them are saprotrophs, developing on soil, litter, wood, excrement, 

places of fire [4]. From a biological point of view, discomycetes have not been studied sufficiently, and the 

study of this group is accompanied by difficulties, including high synonymy, as well as the lack of parity 

between phenotypic and genetic methods of determination. 

Work on the conservation and restoration of biological diversity, as well as on the introduction of this 

group of organisms into biotechnological processes, is impossible without an inventory of flora and a de-

tailed study of the spread of discomycetes in natural and anthropogenic communities. Currently, most re-

searchers use a methodology according to which the initial determination of the collected samples is carried 

out according to phenotypic characteristics using a magnifying glass or a light microscope with various mag-

nifications. Further identification includes the use of micropreparations [5–8]. In addition, recently, along 

with more familiar methods of determining the systematic position of fungi, a relatively new technique has 

been used, that of machine vision. The use of this method in identifying mushrooms has several problems. 

The constant development of the taxonomy of fungi leads to a continuous stream of reclassifications and the 

introduction of new names, which causes difficulties in the taxonomic differentiation of fungi [9]. The up-

dated classification of representatives of this kingdom is increasingly based not on external signs but on the 

analysis of cellular structure and molecular genetic studies. Despite the fact that there is a need to constantly 

compare the information obtained by molecular methods with the data of previous studies conducted by  

traditional methods using morphological features, new knowledge allows us to shed light on the existing 

problems in the classification of fungi. 

The paper considers proposals for the organization of a software prototype for preprocessing images of 

discomycetes obtained in the habitat. During this processing, images of discomycetes, often growing in 

groups, should be separated from each other, from the substrate on which they grow, and from the herba-

ceous cover. The selected fragments of the original image are further processed for subsequent identification 

and inventory. 

The paper presents comparative results of the implementation of this algorithm using various color 

models of the original image and confirms the conclusion that the prospects of using non-additive color models 

to solve the problem [10]. Subsequent processing of image fragments was carried out based on the analysis 

of histograms of the distribution of color components, which is traditionally used for similar purposes [11]. 

The results presented in the paper show that the application of the described methods provides reliable  
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determination of the presence of images of fruit bodies of discomycetes in fragments of the original image 

and automated generation of reporting data on observation. The data obtained also allows us to make an assump-

tion about the possibility of using histograms of the color distribution of image fragments as key features for 

automating the process of identifying discomycetes using machine learning tools. 

 

1. Materials and methods 

 

The objects of the study were the fruit bodies of discomycetes, images of which were obtained in habitat. 

The prototype of the software package was developed in Python; computer vision programming  

requires representations of vectors and matrices and operations on them. This is handled by the NumPy Python 

module, where both vectors and matrices are represented as an array. NumPy is a widely used package for 

scientific computing using Python. It contains a number of useful concepts, such as arrays (for representing 

vectors, matrices, images, and more) and linear algebra functions. Arrays allow you to perform important 

operations, such as matrix multiplication, transposition, solving systems of equations, vector multiplication, 

and normalization, which are necessary, in particular, for image processing. To visualize the results, the 

Matplotlib module was used, which has open source code and creates high-quality illustrations. OpenCV is  

a C++ library with modules that cover many areas of computer vision. OpenCV has functions for reading 

and writing images, as well as for matrix operations and mathematical libraries [12]. 

Image preprocessing includes Gaussian blur, which simplifies contour detection by reducing the noise 

level in the image; clustering by k-means; and contouring. 

Clustering divides an image into its constituent regions or objects. The degree of detail to which such  

a separation is brought depends on the task being solved. In other words, clustering should be stopped when 

the objects or areas of interest are detected. Clustering images that are not trivial is one of the most difficult 

image processing tasks. The ultimate success of computer image analysis procedures is largely determined by 

the accuracy of clustering. For this reason, considerable attention should be paid to improving its reliability [13]. 

Clustering can be used both for image recognition and for splitting an image into fragments for subsequent 

processing, etc. [12, 14]. 

When clustering an image using the k-means method, each of its color points is assigned to one of the 

clusters with the nearest average color value of the centroid. The k-means algorithm is an iterative procedure 

that sequentially refines the average values of clusters until convergence is achieved [13]. The only signifi-

cant disadvantage of the chosen algorithm is the tendency to align the cluster sizes. Indeed, since the inertia 

criterion is determined by the sum of the minimum values of the root-mean-square deviations of the cluster 

point coordinates from the centroids [15], it is more profitable for the algorithm to "stretch" clusters, which, 

with a small value of their number, can significantly affect the clustering result. 

This disadvantage will be especially pronounced in cases where the values of the color coordinates of 

the original image tend to have a normal distribution. That is why, as studies show, the results of the clustering 

of color images differ when using different color models [10]. In this case, images with the HSL color model 

were used for clustering, which allowed us to achieve better results. 

The images were contoured using the canny algorithm. Further processing was performed using the 

getStructuringElement() and morphologyEx() functions. The obtained areas of the image, which with a certain 

degree of probability contained images of the fruit bodies of mushrooms, were analyzed using histograms. 

Histograms are the basis for numerous image processing methods; histogram-based data analysis is 

one of the most popular solutions for many image processing tasks, such as object recognition and classifica-

tion. Studies show that the generalized information contained in the histogram is very useful for solving 

problems such as image compression and segmentation [13, 16]. 

A raw histogram is an integral characteristic of an image that shows only the number of points de-

pending on their color, and therefore is not a convenient tool for studying images of complex objects. How-

ever, when analyzing images of such simple objects as discomycetes, for the classification of which one of 

the key parameters is the predominant color, they can be useful. To ensure the commensurability of histo-

grams of image fragments obtained as a result of clustering and contouring, they were reduced to an identical 
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dimension along the abscissa axis corresponding to the color tone. This action made it possible to bring the 

histograms of all fragments of the image to a unified view. The next stage was normalization, which took 

place as follows: the entire array of values of the color vectors of the histogram was divided into the total 

sum of the vectors, so that sections of the original image with different areas became comparable. Thus, after 

processing, the histograms were an array of data divided into 128 groups, each containing two consecutive 

shades to reduce the dimension of the resulting histograms. 

The reliability of the assumption about the relationship between the appearance of histograms and the 

presence or absence of an image of fruit bodies of mushrooms in a particular area of the image was checked 

using a correlation coefficient table calculated using the corresponding functions of the Pandas package. The 

correlation was displayed and analyzed using the study of the resulting heat map. 

The final stage of the development of the prototype of the software was the use of a neural network to 

automate the determination of the presence of fruit bodies on image fragments. The data for training the neural 

network was prepared as follows: scaled normalized histograms of even fragments of the original image 

were used as a training set, and odd fragments were used as a test set. A simple sequential fully connected 

neural network was created, the input fully connected layer of which consisted of 128 neurons with 127 inputs 

due to the dimension of the histogram; the output consisted of 2 neurons. The choice of exactly this number 

of output neurons is due to the prospect of using a similar scheme for the classification of discomycetes. The 

Relu method was chosen to activate the input neurons, and the Softmax method was used in the output layer. 

Cross Entropy was used as a loss function, and Adam was used as a learning optimizer. 

 

2. Results and discussion 

 

The initial image of the fruit bodies of discomycetes and the result of the application of k-means are 

shown in Fig. 1. As can be seen in the image, a leaf litter similar in color was also attributed to a cluster con-

taining images of the fruit bodies of discomycetes. 
 

 
a                                                                               b 

Fig. 1. Fruit bodies of fungi of the order Pezizales on the substrate:  

a) the original image; b) the result of clustering 
 

The result of image contouring is shown in Fig. 2. Rough contours are formed, both containing (frag-

ment numbers 0, 6) and not containing images of the fruit bodies of discomycetes. 

During the study, several photographs obtained in the habitat were processed, containing up to 60 frag-

ments obtained as a result of clustering. At the same time, mushrooms contained no more than 10% of the 

formed fragments. Thus, the task of automating the determination of whether this fragment contains an image 

of the fruit body of a mushroom or not has become urgent. The assumption that this can be done based on the 

form of a scaled normalized histogram was verified by calculating the correlation matrix of histograms of 

image fragments presented in the form of a heat map (Fig. 3). 

The light fragments of this matrix obtained using the Pearson linear correlation coefficient correspond 

to high values of the coefficient, the dark ones correspond to low values. The highest correlation values are 

fragments of the original image, which depict similar objects: fruit bodies of discomycetes, leaf litter, etc. 
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Fragments of plots containing images of fungi correlate with each other (the correlation coefficient is 0.797). 

This confirms the assumption that it is possible to determine the presence of an image of the fruit body of  

a mushroom on a fragment of the original image using the form of a histogram of the distribution of the color 

tone. 
 

 

Fig. 2. An image containing the contours  

of the fruit bodies of discomycetes 

Fig. 3. Correlation matrix calculated from the contours  

of histograms of image fragments after cleaning 

 

The final stage was the creation of a neural network. The neural network was trained on 50 fragments 

of the original images. The training included 150 epochs. At 65 iterations of the training, the accuracy value 

stabilized at 90% (Fig. 4). 
 

 

Fig. 4. The result of training a neural network prototype 
 

Despite the extremely limited size of the training set, testing on the test set gave results of 85 to 88%. 

This allows us to speculate on the possibility of not only automating the process of detecting fruit bodies of 

discomycetes in photographs taken in natural conditions, but also, with a large amount of data, automating 

the process of classifying them based on phenotypic characteristics. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The paper proposes an approach to automating the process of inventory of representatives of discomy-

cetes and presents the results of using prototypes of programs of this technological cycle, confirming the 

possibility of detecting the presence of fruit bodies of discomycetes in photographs taken in the natural habitat. 
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The proposed solution included the application of the k-means clustering method, the use of normalized 

scaled histograms of image fragments obtained after clustering to determine the presence of an image of the 

fruit body of representatives of the Discomycete order group on it, as well as the study of the possibility of 

automating this detection process using a neural network prototype. 

Thus, the obtained results confirmed the hypothesis that normalized scaled histograms of the color dis-

tribution of image fragments can be used as key features for determining the presence of discomycetes in the 

image. In addition, an assumption was made about the possibility of automating both the identification pro-

cess and, in the future, the classification of discomycetes using machine learning tools with the accumulation 

of a sufficient amount of material. 
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